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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Personal Information
My name is Albert Margalef Donate, an exchange student from Spain, more precisely
from the Facultat d’Informatica de Barcelona inside the Universitat Politecnica de
Catalunya. At the moment, I am ending my last year of my studies at the Norwe-
gian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) located in Trondheim. During
the first semester, I took the three final subjects of my degree and I am currently
developing my master thesis that will be supervised in Norway by the Professor
Mihhail Matskin.
I have previous experience from software projects I was working with at my home
university. This projects gave me some programming skills in both Java and C++.
I also have experience with MySQL and Exists, and with other aspects of computer
science like software engineering, interface design and developing GUI.
1.2 Problem
The subject of my thesis is Context-Location Multiagent system for Mobile learning
in a city and is part of the FABULA[2] project. FABULA is a project group at
NTNU, they understand the city as a possible learning platform for students. The
idea of the system is based on individuals carrying intelligent mobile devices.
More concretely, my master thesis is based on the idea that the functionalities
added on mobile devices made them much more similar to personal computers,
with the increasing number of free WIFI access point in the cities as well as social
networks like Facebook.
Moreover, we are located in Trondheim, a city with free WIFI zone located
mainly in the downtown area and with a large number of students coming each year
from different countries around the world.
To help new students meeting each others and having them visiting the most
important places around the city, we will develop an application using wireless con-
nection and running on Android mobile devices which will help them cope with
those two issues.
Every user will have to create their own profile in FABULA system and this
profile will be completed using profiles information from the different social networks.
Then, the user using his FABULA client will access the network and according
3
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to his profile, his own location (we can access this location using the information
obtained by the GPS) and information about the weather forecast, the system will
try to propose an activity to the student in collaboration with others students with
common interests to discover new places in the city.
To work with all this information and try to build groups with profiles as close
as possible, we will work with ontology that will provide a data structure too.
1.3 Preconditions
This master thesis will provide a first prototype of this context-location multiagent
system including some of the functionalities of the final application. The function-
alities provided by the thesis will be the chat service, geolocation and an example
of individual learning activities to play in the city.
With this application, a user will be able to chat with other users, to know where
they are located and to know where are the best touristic places in Trondheim. It
will also allow to play a learning activity in one of this touristic place to learn more
about it. The learning activity will be based on multiple choice questions.
4
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Preliminary studies
In this chapter, we are going to explain the technologies and tools we will use in
our work.
2.1 FABULA
The subject of my thesis is Context-Location Multiagent system for Mobile learning
in a city and is part of the FABULA[2] project. FABULA is a project group at
NTNU, they understand the city as a possible learning platform for students. The
project uses the city as an interactive context to allow users to learn according to
this changing context.
Figure 2.1: FABULA architecture[6]
2.2 Wireless Trondheim
During the runtime of our application, we will need a continuous Internet connection.
To do so, we are going to use Wireless Trondheim[11].
Wireless Trondheim began at the Norwegian University of Science and Technol-
ogy as a research project. After some month, several public and private partners
came together to set the project in motion; they founded Wireless Trondheim. Some
weeks after the foundation of the company, the network was running and Trondheim
became one of the first wireless European cities.
Wireless Trondheim network covers large parts of the city center and surrounding
areas of Trondheim.
5
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Figure 2.2: Map showing the Wireless Trondheim coverage area[11]
The possibility of using this network for Internet connection will allow us to run
the application around the city without data connection. This is possible because
the application is oriented to exchange students, and NTNU students have free of
charge access to the network.
The problem we have found using that network is that the coverage area was
measured using a laptop and laptops have more powerful antennas than mobile
devices. We cannot have access to Internet using mobile devices in all the coverage
area and this will become a problem during the life cycle of the application. We
realized that the signal was perfect when we were walking inside the red circle
drawn in the map but it was lower in the other areas. Out of the red zone, we only
experimented some high signals when we were walking close to one of the access
points. We also experimented some drops when we were walking inside the blue
circles drawn in the map.
2.3 Trondheim
The application will use Trondheim as a scenario.
Trondheim is a city located in Sor-Trondelag area and is a Norwegian center of
educational, technical and medical research with the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU) and SINTEF located in the city. NTNU has about 25,000
students[4].
In order to integrate some of the most important places in the city inside of the
Wireless coverage area, we have divided the city in three main zones. Those areas
are called: Center, Nidaros and Solsiden.
6
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Figure 2.3: Map showing the three areas we have divided the city
Those areas are also divided in smaller zones containing some questions about
the place which are used in the learning activities to help the users to know a bit
more about the touristic places.
Center is divided in:
• St. Olav statue.
• Royal Residence.
• Fish Market.
Nidaros is divided in:
• Marinen.
• Nidaros.
• Archbishop’s palace.
Solsiden is divided in:
• Solsiden.
• Red Bridge.
7
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2.4 AGORA
Our application will be based on AGORA[7] multi-agent framework. The core pur-
pose of AGORA environment is to support collaborative activities in a distributed
environment.
When an AGORA node is created, three AGORA Agents are created and con-
nected to the AGORA node automatically. They are the AGORA Manager (to
perform generals management functions), AGORA Coordinator (to support a co-
herent behavior between Agents in the node) and AGORA Negotiator (to deal with
conflict resolution via negotiation).
Figure 2.4: AGORA node[7]
For our application we are going to add the following AGORAs to the existing
system: user manager, social configuration manager, learning application manager,
common services manager and city manager. Each of those AGORAs will provide
different functionalities to the system.
As we can see according to our AGORA structure, several AGORAs can be
connected providing different services and functionalities. During the performance
of the application, we can create as many AGORAs as we need. The new AGORA
is going to be added in the AGORA network and so we can easily access the new
ones.
2.5 JADE
The application is going to be a multi-agent system. To simplify the implementation,
we are using a Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) which is a framework
for the construction of agents software solutions using Java language.
JADE is on one hand a Framework that helps us designing our Agents and on the
other hand is a container that contains servlets. The goal of JADE is to simplify
development while ensuring standard compliance through a comprehensive set of
system services and agents[5].
A fundamental characteristic of multi-agent systems is that individual agents
communicate and interact. This is accomplished through the exchange of messages
8
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and, to understand each other, it is crucial that agents agree on the format and
semantics of these messages. JADE agent can interact with agents written in other
languages and running in other platforms.
JADE uses Agent Communication Language (ACL) Messages for communica-
tion. ACL standard allows several possibilities for the encoding and we will use
those possibilities offered by those messages to send all the information between the
client and server.
2.6 Android
The application is going to run on mobile devices using Android OS. Android is
a software stack for mobile devices that includes an operating system, middleware
and key applications. The Android SDK provides the tools and APIs necessary to
begin developing applications on the Android platform using the Java programming
language. Android was developed by Google and is based upon the Linux kernel
and GNU software[1].
Figure 2.5: Android system architecture[1]
2.7 Development tools
2.7.1 Eclipse
The application will be done in Eclipse with Java, SVN plug-in and Android SDK.
Eclipse is a multi-language software development environment comprising an inte-
9
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grated development environment (IDE) and an extensible plugin system[3].
2.7.2 Subversion(SVN)
In software development, Apache Subversion is a revision control system. Developers
use Subversion to maintain current and historical versions of files such as source code,
webpages, and documentation[9].
2.7.3 Latex
LaTeX is a document markup language and document preparation system for the
TeX typesetting program. The term LaTeX refers only to the language in which
documents are written, not to the editor used to write those documents[8].
2.7.4 TexWorks
The report written version will be done in TeXworks. TeXworks is an open source
application software, available for Windows, GNU/Linux and Mac OS X. It is a
graphical user interface to the typesetting system TeX and its extensions LaTeX[10].
10
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Requirements
3.1 General requirements
The main purpose of the system is to help users to communicate between each
others, show their location on the map and also the location of the learning places
(touristic places) to allow them playing learning activities.
3.2 Non functional requirements
• Project time span
The project has a time spanning from beginning of February 2010 until August
16th 2010.
• Operating System
The application must be able to run on Android OS.
• GUI standard
The application has to be easy to use on device screens and intuitive for the
user. The GUI has to be touch friendly.
• User manual
The prototype will include a user manual with documentation, navigation
between screens and screens explanation.
• Environment
The application will be working online and GPS signal to localize the user for
some of the functionalities.
• Response time
The application will have to operate in real-time and some of the functionalities
need an instant reply.
• Existing systems
The system must interact with the FABULA server which it is under develop-
ment.
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3.3 Functional requirements
• User login
The application has to provide the user the possibility to login using a user
name and password.
• Chat service
The application has to provide the user a chat service with all the other users
logged in real time.
• Location service
The application has to show the user the exact position, the position of the
other users and the location of the touristic places in the city.
• Learning application
The application has to allow the user to play a learning game depending on
his position.
• Registration
The application has to register the user with the different AGORA manager
to provide the user the proper information about the system.
• Group creation
For future implementations, we are going to allow the users to create group
discussions, a message board about new learning places or about any doubt a
user can have about the city.
• Join group
Another future implementation, we are going to allow the user to join one of
the groups other users have created so the user just have to click on the group
to become part of it.
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System design
In this chapter we are going to talk about the system design. The system is
divided in two sides, server and client. The server is based on AGORA system
and the client side is an Android application. Now we are going to talk about the
application’s GUI design, the class diagram, the server structure and the protocols
we are using for the communication between server and client.
4.1 GUI design
In this section we are going to present the GUI design for our application and we
are going to explain which is the behavior of the window.
We decided to develop the application showing all the functionalities in tabs.
We think that using tabs the application becomes more intuitive and easier to use
for the user. Also with the tabs we can access to the functionalities faster that if we
open a new window for each functionality. Another reason we are using tabs it is
because of the life cycle of the Android activities, Android kills the activities that
are not visible for the user, and we was not interested on lose all the information
every time the user will want to change the screen.
4.1.1 Log In Screen shot
This is the application’s log in screen shot. Using this screen we are going to send
to the server the user name and the password for a properly log in into the server.
Figure 4.1: LogIn screen shot
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4.1.2 Services Screen shot
This is the application’s services screen shot. It shows you which are the different
services system offers you in a current moment.
Figure 4.2: Services screen shot
4.1.3 FABULA Map Screen shot
This is the application’s Fabula map screen shot. It shows you all the users that are
using the application in a current moment, showing the exact position in the map.
It also shows you the position of some of the important places in the city.
Figure 4.3: FABULA Map screen shot
4.1.4 Current Activity Chat Screen shot
This screen shows you the users are playing the same activity you are playing, if
you are playing a group activity, and allows you to start a chat activity with them.
Only available for group activity.
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Figure 4.4: Current Activity Chat screen shot
4.1.5 Current Activity Map Screen shot
This screen shows you the location of the users are playing the same activity you
are playing, if you are playing a group activity.
Figure 4.5: Current Activity Map screen shot
4.1.6 Current Activity Tasks Screen shot
This screen shows you the different tasks you have to complete while you are playing
a game.
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Figure 4.6: Current Activity Tasks screen shot
4.1.7 Current Activity Group Discussions Screen shot
This screen allows you to discuss with the other users about the different tasks you
have to complete when you are playing a game .
Figure 4.7: Current Activity Chat screen shot
4.1.8 All Social Configurations Screen shot
This screen shows you all the social configurations existing in the system in a current
moment, allowing you to join them or to create a new one to discuss about what
you want.
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Figure 4.8: All Social Configurations screen shot
4.1.9 My Social Configurations Screen shot
Figure 4.9: My Social Configurations screen shot
4.1.10 My Activity Social Configurations Screen shot
Figure 4.10: My Activity Social Configurations screen shot
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4.1.11 Buddies Screen shot
This screen shows you the list of friends you have in the application, showing you
some information about them
Figure 4.11: Buddies screen shot
4.1.12 Chat Activity Screen shot
This screen shows you the list of people available in the system and allows you to
start a chat session with them
Figure 4.12: ChatActivity screen shot
4.1.13 Chat Session Screen shot
This screen shows you the chat history with the user you are chatting with, and
allows you to exchange messages
18
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Figure 4.13: ChatSession screen shot
4.2 Class diagram
The next section presents the class diagram of the application and an explanation of
the different classes and methods presents in this classes. The classes are the same
in both server and client sides.
4.2.1 Diagram
Figure 4.14: Class diagram 1
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Figure 4.15: Class diagram 2
Figure 4.16: Class diagram 3
Figure 4.17: Class diagram 4
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Figure 4.18: Class diagram 5
4.2.2 Diagram explanation
The application is working with the classes we can see in the diagram. When we
start the application the user is created with the hard coded information existing
in the server and the information is kept in the user class. After that when the
user is registering with the different AGORAs two more classes related with the
user information are initialized, we have GroupMember that is the class that keeps
the information for some of the functionalities of the application like Chat Service
and MemberLocation that is the class working with the Map service to provide and
update the location of the user in the map.
The class we used for the message exchange between the different agents is
ComunicationMessage, this class helps us to add more information in the content of
one ACL Message to make behaviors more generals.
For the learning activity we need the classes we can see in the figure tagged as
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class diagram 5. This classes are initialized with hard coded values in the CityMan-
agerAgora, we are going to talk about this manager later on. As we have explained
before we have divided the city in learning places for the learning activity perfor-
mance, this places at the same time are divided in learning opportunities. Learning
opportunities consist on small areas inside of the learning zone represented by a
touristic place in the city, for example Nidaros cathedral. Finally in this learning
opportunities we can find learning tasks, for the learning activity we have defined
between 3 and 5 learning task inside of each learning opportunity.
For the learning activity we need to know if the user is inside of one of the
learning places. If the user is inside of one of this learning places the system is going
to allow him to play the learning activity in the concrete place. The system controls
with the class learning location. This class contains 4 GeoPoints in order to generate
and imaginary square. This class is associated with all the classes related with the
learning activity.
Finally we can find the classes related with the group creation and with the
methods to join a group. When we want to create a group a new instance of
group is initialized in the server and a new AGORA is created with the group
information. This functionalities are implemented but they are going to be used in
future implementations. By the time being we can just create a group and join it
but no extra functionalities are offered if the user belongs to a group.
4.3 Server structure
In this section we are going to talk about the server side of the application. As we
said before the server is based on AGORA structure. For our application we have
implemented different AGORAs and each of them is providing different services.
Figure 4.19: System Model
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Those are the different AGORAs implemented on the server:
• User manager AGORA: this is the AGORA dealing with the registration pro-
tocols. It is the one who receive the user name and password by the user and
it has to accept or reject the information. When he accept the information
the user will try to register with the other AGORAs and they are going to ask
User AGORA also about the information of the user. User Manager AGORA
also provides user information to the other AGORAS. The next image shows
how it works the application starts up process.
Figure 4.20: System Model
As we can see in the image during the start up process the client contact with
the user manager AGORA, and if the login process has been successful then
the client is trying to register with the other AGORAs in the system. At the
same time each AGORA check the information the user is sending with the
user manager AGORA.
• Social Configuration Manager AGORA: the mission of this AGORA is to pro-
vide the chat service, when a user wans to chat with another agent he is
going to send the information about the chat session to this AGORA, and this
AGORA will look for the user in the system and will send the chat information
to the correct agent. This manager also deals with the create and join group,
when a user wants to create a new group, he is going to send the information
about the new group to this AGORA. If the information it is correct, this
manager will create a new AGORA with the information that has been sent
for the user, also will provide the user with the information to connect with
the new AGORA.
• Learning Application manager AGORA: this AGORA is the one controlling
the performance of a learning application, it will receive an learning applica-
tion request and it will have to generate the questions, according on the user
location.
• Common Services Manager: this AGORA is the one providing information to
the user about the different services that are available in a current moment
depending on the context of the user(now this context is basically the location).
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• City Manager AGORA: City AGORA is the one providing the city information
to the user, the information about all the Geo points in the city, and is also the
one sending to the registered users the information about a location update,
when a user will update his position automatically the agent will send the new
location to the City AGORA and this one will broadcast the information to
all the registered users.
4.4 Protocols
In this section we are going to explain the protocols we have implemented for our
prototype, and the messages that are sent in each protocol. The protocols are used to
communicate the client and the server. As we explained before the communication
is based on JADE,and the messages that the application is going to send are ACL
Messages.
4.4.1 Register Agent in the system
Using this protocol an Agent is registered to the system. The registration will be
successful if the Agent is not already registered, and if the table of registered agents
doesn’t contains the identification key of the Agent.
Figure 4.21: Sequence diagram for the registration of an Agent
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4.4.1.1 Request Register Agent in the system (M1)
From To
Agent name RegisterAgent AgoraManager
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to No
Performative Request
Protocol name RegisterAgent
Conversation ID Unique conversation ID
Table 4.1: Request of the registration of an Agent
4.4.1.2 Confirmation to the registration of the Agent in the system (M2)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager RegisterAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Confirm
Protocol name RegisterAgentReply
Content The Agent has been properly
registered in the system
Conversation ID Same as M1
Table 4.2: Confirmation to the registration of the Agent in the system
4.4.1.3 Reject to the registration of the Agent in the system (M3)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager RegisterAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Reject
Protocol name RegisterAgentReply
Content The Agent hasn’t been properly
registered in the system
Conversation ID Same as M1
Table 4.3: Reject to the registration of the Agent in the system
4.4.2 DesRegister Agent in the system
Using this protocol an Agent is unregistered to the system. The operation will be
successful if the Agent was already registered in the system.
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Figure 4.22: Sequence diagram for the unregistration of an Agent
4.4.2.1 Request DesRegister Agent to the system (M4)
From To
Agent name RegisterAgent AgoraManager
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to No
Performative Request
Protocol name DeRegisterAgent
Conversation ID
Table 4.4: Request of the Desregistration of an Agent
4.4.2.2 Confirmation of the DesRegister of an Agent (M5)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager RegisterAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Confirm
Protocol name DeRegisterAgentReply
Content This Agent has been properly
removed for the system
Conversation ID Same as M4
Table 4.5: Confirmation of the Desregistration of an Agent
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4.4.2.3 Reject of the DesRegister of an Agent (M6)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager RegisterAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Reject
Protocol name DeRegisterAgentReply
Content This Agent hasn’t been properly
removed for the system
Conversation ID Same as M4
Table 4.6: Reject of the Desregistration of an Agent
4.4.3 Register AGORA in the system
Using this protocol an AGORA is added as a registered AGORA to the system. The
registration will be successful if the AGORA is not already registered, and if the
table of registered AGORA doesn’t contains the identification key of the AGORA.
Figure 4.23: Sequence diagram for the registration of an AGORA
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4.4.3.1 Request Register AGORA in the system (M7)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager(1) AgoraManager(2)
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to No
Performative Request
Protocol name RegisterAGORA
Conversation ID Unique conversation ID
Table 4.7: Request of the registration of an AGORA
4.4.3.2 Confirmation to the registration of the AGORA in the system
(M8)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager(2) AgoraManager(1)
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Confirm
Protocol name RegisterAGORAReply
Content The AGORA has been properly
registered in the system
Conversation ID Same as M7
Table 4.8: Confirmation to the registration of the AGORA in the system
4.4.3.3 Reject to the registration of the AGORA in the system (M9)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager(2) AgoraManager(1)
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Reject
Protocol name RegisterAGORAReply
Content The AGORA hasn’t been properly
registered in the system
Conversation ID Same as M7
Table 4.9: Reject to the registration of the AGORA in the system
4.4.4 DesRegister AGORA in the system
Using this protocol an AGORA is unregistered to the system. The operation will
be successful if the AGORA was already registered in the system.
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Figure 4.24: Sequence diagram for the desRegistration of an AGORA
4.4.4.1 Request DesRegister AGORA to the system (M10)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager(1) AgoraManager(2)
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to No
Performative Request
Protocol name DeRegisterAGORA
Conversation ID
Table 4.10: Request of the Desregistration of an AGORA
4.4.4.2 Confirmation of the DesRegister of an AGORA (M11)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager(2) AgoraManager(1)
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Confirm
Protocol name DeRegisterAGORAReply
Content This AGORA has been propertly
removed for the system
Conversation ID Same as M10
Table 4.11: Confirmation of the Desregistration of an AGORA
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4.4.4.3 Reject of the DesRegister of an Agent (M12)
From To
Agent name AgoraManager(2) AgoraManager(1)
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M1
Performative Reject
Protocol name DeRegisterAGORAReply
Content This AGORA hasn’t been properly
removed for the system
Conversation ID Same as M11
Table 4.12: Reject of the Desregistration of an AGORA
4.4.5 VerifyUserCredentials
Using this protocol the information of a user is verified in the system. The operation
will be successful if the user was already registered in the system.
Figure 4.25: Sequence diagram for the verification user’s information
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4.4.5.1 Request VerifyUserCredentials(M13)
From To
Agent name UserAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name UserAuthorization
Content
Conversation ID UUID U1
Table 4.13: Request VerifyUserCredentials
4.4.5.2 Refuse VerifyUserCredentials(M14)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M13
Performative Refuse
Protocol name UserAuthorization
Content
Conversation ID Same as M13
Table 4.14: Refuse VerifyUserCredentials
4.4.5.3 Agree VerifyUserCredentials(M15)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M13
Performative Agree
Protocol name UserAuthorization
Content
Conversation ID Same as M13
Table 4.15: Confirm VerifyUserCredentials
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4.4.5.4 QueryIF VerifyUserCredentials(M16)
From To
Agent name UserAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M15
Performative QueryIF
Protocol name UserAuthorization
Content User and password
Conversation ID Same as M13
Table 4.16: QueryIf VerifyUserCredentials
4.4.5.5 Confirm queryIf VerifyUserCredentials(M17)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M16
Performative Confirm
Protocol name UserAuthorization
Content New UUID U2
Conversation ID Same as M13
Table 4.17: Confirm QueryIf VerifyUserCredentials
4.4.5.6 Refuse QueryIf VerifyUserCredentials(M18)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M16
Performative Refuse
Protocol name UserAuthorization
Content
Conversation ID Same as M13
Table 4.18: Refuse QueryIf VerifyUserCredentials
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4.4.5.7 Confirm UUID VerifyUserCredentials(M19)
From To
Agent name UserAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M17
Performative Confirm
Protocol name UserAuthorization
Content
Conversation ID U2
Table 4.19: Confirm new UUID VerifyUserCredentials
4.4.6 GroupInfoQuery
Using this protocol the user received the information about the existing groups in
the system. The user with this information can join one of the groups or create a
new one.
Figure 4.26: Sequence diagram group information query
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4.4.7 Request groupInfoQuery(M20)
From To
Agent name UserAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name GroupInfoProvider
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.20: Request groupInfoQuery
4.4.7.1 QueryIf groupInfoQuery(M21)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative QueryIF
Protocol name GroupInfoProvider
Content
Conversation ID New UUID U1
Table 4.21: QueryIF groupInfoQuery
4.4.7.2 Confirm groupInfoQuery(M22)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M21
Performative Confirm
Protocol name GroupInfoProvider
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.22: Confirm groupInfoQuery
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4.4.7.3 Refuse groupInfoQuery(M22)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M21
Performative Refuse
Protocol name GroupInfoProvider
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.23: Refuse groupInfoQuery
4.4.7.4 Confirm groupInfoQuery(M23)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Confirm
Protocol name GroupInfoProvider
Content Information about the existing groups in the system
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.24: Confirm groupInfoQuery
4.4.7.5 Refuse groupInfoQuery(M24)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Refuse
Protocol name GroupInfoProvider
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.25: Refuse groupInfoQuery
4.4.8 JoinGroup
The user is going to join an existing group or create a new one.
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Figure 4.27: Sequence diagram join group
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4.4.8.1 Request JoinGroup(M25)
From To
Agent name UserAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.26: Request JoinGroup
4.4.8.2 QueryIf JoinGroup(M26)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative QueryIF
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID New UUID U1
Table 4.27: QueryIF JoinGroup
4.4.8.3 Confirm JoinGroup(M27)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M21
Performative Confirm
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.28: Confirm JoinGroup
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4.4.8.4 Refuse JoinGroup(M28)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M21
Performative Refuse
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.29: Refuse JoinGroup
4.4.8.5 Confirm JoinGroup(M29)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Confirm
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.30: Confirm JoinGroup
4.4.8.6 Refuse JoinGroup(M30)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Refuse
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.31: Refuse JoinGroup
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4.4.8.7 Request JoinGroup(M31)
From To
Agent name UserAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Inform
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content Group name and description
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.32: Request JoinGroup
4.4.8.8 Request JoinGroup(M32)
From To
Agent name UserAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Propose
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content Group name and description
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.33: Request JoinGroup
4.4.8.9 Inform JoinGroup(M33)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Inform
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content UUID user and user name
Conversation ID New UUID U2
Table 4.34: Inform JoinGroup
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4.4.8.10 Accept JoinGroup(M34)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative AGREE
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID UUID U2
Table 4.35: Agree JoinGroup
4.4.8.11 Refuse JoinGroup(M35)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent GroupManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative REFUSE
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID UUID U2
Table 4.36: Refuse JoinGroup
4.4.8.12 Confirm JoinGroup(M36)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Confirm
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.37: Confirm JoinGroup
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4.4.8.13 Refuse JoinGroup(M37)
From To
Agent name GroupManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Refuse
Protocol name JoinGroup
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.38: Refuse JoinGroup
4.4.9 Registration with CityManager
The userAgent is going to register with the CityManagerAgora, as a result of the
registration the CityManagerAgora is going to add the MemberLocation information
of the user on his logedOnUsers.
Figure 4.28: Sequence diagram for registration with CityManagerAgora
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4.4.9.1 Request Registration with CityManagerAgora(M38)
From To
Agent name UserAgent CityManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name LocationInfoProvider
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.39: Request Registration with CityManagerAgora
4.4.9.2 QueryIf Registration with CityManager(M39)
From To
Agent name CityManagerAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative QueryIF
Protocol name VerifyUserLocation
Content UserAgent’s Securitykey
Conversation ID New UUID U1
Table 4.40: QueryIF Registration with CityManager
4.4.9.3 Confirm Registration with CityManager(M40)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent CityManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M39
Performative Confirm
Protocol name VerifyUserLocation
Content The location of the User
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.41: Confirm Registration with CityManager
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4.4.9.4 Refuse the Registration with CityManager(M41)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent CityManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M39
Performative Refuse
Protocol name VerifyUserLocation
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.42: Refuse the Registration with CityManager
4.4.9.5 Agree the Registration with CityManager(M42)
From To
Agent name CityManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M38
Performative Agree
Protocol name LocationInfoProvider
Content the list of user’s location
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.43: Agree the Registration with CityManager
4.4.9.6 Refuse the Registration with CityManager(M43)
From To
Agent name CityManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to 39
Performative Refuse
Protocol name LocationInfoProvider
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.44: Refuse the Registration with CityManager
4.4.10 Update User location
The userAgent is going to send the new position to the server, when the server
receive the update message he will share the information with the users that are
registered in that concret moment.
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Figure 4.29: Sequence diagram for the location update of a user
4.4.10.1 Inform about location update(M44)
From To
Agent name UserAgent CityManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Inform
Protocol name UpdateLocationSender
Content The new Location of the UserAgent
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.45: Inform about on location change
4.4.10.2 Inform about location update(M45)
From To
Agent name CityManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Inform
Protocol name UpdateLocationReceiver
Content New location of the user
Conversation ID New UUID U1
Table 4.46: Inform about location update
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4.4.10.3 Agree location update(M46)
From To
Agent name CityManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M44
Performative Agree
Protocol name UpdateLocationSender
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.47: Message to confirm the location update
4.4.11 Registration with CommonServicesManagerAgora
The userAgent is going to register with the CommonServicesManager.
Figure 4.30: Sequence diagram for registration with CommonServicesManager
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4.4.11.1 Request Registration with CommonServicesManagerAgora(M47)
From To
Agent name UserAgent CommonServicesManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name CommonServices
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.48: Request Registration with CommonServicesManagerAgora
4.4.11.2 QueryIf Registration with CommonServicesManager(M48)
From To
Agent name CommonServicesManagerAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative QueryIF
Protocol name CommonServices
Content UserAgent’s Securitykey
Conversation ID New UUID U1
Table 4.49: QueryIF Registration with CommonServicesManager
4.4.11.3 Confirm Registration with CommonServicesManager(M49)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent CommonServicesManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M48
Performative Confirm
Protocol name CommonServices
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.50: Confirm Registration with CommonServicesManager
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4.4.11.4 Refuse the Registration with CommonServicesManager(M50)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent CommonServicesManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M48
Performative Refuse
Protocol name CommonServices
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.51: Refuse the Registration with CommonServicesManager
4.4.11.5 Agree the Registration with CommonServicesManager(M51)
From To
Agent name CommonServicesManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M47
Performative Agree
Protocol name CommonServices
Content
Conversation ID Securitykey
Table 4.52: Agree the Registration with CommonServicesManager
4.4.11.6 Refuse the Registration with CommonServicesManager(M52)
From To
Agent name CommonServicesManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to 47
Performative Refuse
Protocol name CommonServices
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.53: Refuse the Registration with CommonServicesManager
4.4.12 Get Logged on Users for Chat service
The userAgent is going to communicate with to SocialConfigManager to ask for the
logged on users, if the user is located on the logged on he is going to receive the
information about the other users to start a chat activity with them if he wants.
More over he is going to be visible to the other users and they will be able to start
a chat activity with the user agent.
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Figure 4.31: Sequence diagram for get the information about the users that are in
the system
4.4.12.1 Request logged on Users(M53)
From To
Agent name UserAgent SocialConfigManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name GetLoggedOnUsers
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.54: Request loggedOnUsers
4.4.12.2 Agree logged on Users(M54)
From To
Agent name SocialConfigManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M53
Performative Agree
Protocol name GetLoggedOnUsers
Content The list of logged on users
Conversation ID Securitykey
Table 4.55: Agree the request and adding the list of users in the content of the
message
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4.4.12.3 Refuse the logged on Users(M55)
From To
Agent name SocialConfigManagerAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to 53
Performative Refuse
Protocol name GetLoggedOnUsers
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.56: Refuse the request, the UserAgent is not logged on the system
4.4.13 Chat service
The userAgent is going to start a new chat activity with another user registered in
the server or he is going to send a new message to a user he was chatting with.
Figure 4.32: Sequence diagram for the chat activity
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4.4.13.1 Inform about message sent(M56)
From To
Agent name UserAgent SocialConfigManagerAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Inform
Protocol name SendMessage
Content The information about the receiver
of the message and the message
we want to send
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.57: Inform that a new message has been sent
4.4.13.2 Inform about message sent(M57)
From To
Agent name SocialConfigAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative Inform
Protocol name ReceiverMessage
Content Information about the sender of the message
and the message we want to send
Conversation ID New UUID U1
Table 4.58: Inform about message sent
4.4.13.3 Agree location message sent(M58)
From To
Agent name SocialConfigAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M56
Performative Agree
Protocol name SendMessage
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.59: Message to confirm that the message has been sent
4.4.14 Registration with LearningApplicationManagerAgora
The userAgent is going to register with the learningApplicationManager.
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Figure 4.33: Sequence diagram for registration with LearningApplicationManager
4.4.14.1 Request Registration with LearningApplicationManagerAgora(M59)
From To
Agent name UserAgent LearningApplicationAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name LearningApplication
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.60: Request Registration with LearningApplicationManagerAgora
4.4.14.2 QueryIf Registration with LearningApplicationManager(M60)
From To
Agent name LearningApplicationAgent UserManagerAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to
Performative QueryIF
Protocol name LearningApplication
Content UserAgent’s Securitykey
Conversation ID New UUID U1
Table 4.61: QueryIF Registration with LearningApplicationManager
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4.4.14.3 Confirm Registration with LearningApplicationManager(M61)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent LearningApplicationAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M60
Performative Confirm
Protocol name LearningApplication
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.62: Confirm Registration with LearningApplicationManager
4.4.14.4 Refuse the Registration with LearningApplicationManager(M62)
From To
Agent name UserManagerAgent LearningApplicationAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M60
Performative Refuse
Protocol name LearningApplication
Content
Conversation ID U1
Table 4.63: Refuse the Registration with LearningApplicationManager
4.4.14.5 Agree the Registration with LearningApplicationManager(M63)
From To
Agent name LearningApplicationAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to M59
Performative Agree
Protocol name LearningApplication
Content
Conversation ID Securitykey
Table 4.64: Agree the Registration with LearningApplicationManager
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4.4.14.6 Refuse the Registration with LearningApplicationManager(M64)
From To
Agent name LearningApplicationAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to 59
Performative Refuse
Protocol name LearningApplication
Content
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.65: Refuse the Registration with LearningApplicationManager
4.4.15 Run Learning Application
The userAgent is going to start a new learning activity and he is going to be redi-
rected to the current activity tab, where he will be able to answer the different
questions and to see where this questions are located.
Figure 4.34: Sequence diagram for the learning application
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4.4.15.1 Run learning application request(M65)
From To
Agent name UserAgent LearningApplicationAgent
This is Initial message Yes
In Reply to
Performative Request
Protocol name RunLearningApplication
Content The information about the user
who wants to run the application
and the information about the
learningzone where he wants
to play
Conversation ID SecurityKey
Table 4.66: Learning activity request
4.4.15.2 Inform about Learning application(M66)
From To
Agent name LearningApplicationAgent UserAgent
This is Initial message No
In Reply to 65
Performative Inform
Protocol name RunLearningApplication
Content List of tasks user has to solve to complete
the activity
Conversation ID Securitykey
Table 4.67: Inform learning application
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Future development
Like most prototypes, improvements and changes can of course be made. During
the implementation, we have learned a lot, so we realized that we can optimize
some of the functionalities and protocols. We can also use some of the code of the
application to easily add new functionalities. I will explain some of this possible
improvements.
• For the registration with the different managers AGORA, we are using one
behavior per manager but during the implementation, we realized that with
all the information we are sending in the content of the message, it would be
possible to do all the job with one unique behavior in the client side sending
different information in the content of the message. We realized after adding
to the code the class Communication Message that this class allows us to
provide another identifier in the content of the message. By adding different
information on the name of the class and modifying the reply and the structure
of the behavior on the client side, we would probably be able to do all the
registration process wAˆ¡th only one behavior.
• Related with the last point, we think that it would be better to change the
location of the registration protocols, now we are doing the registration when
we load the different tabs. We think that we should move the registration
behaviors and run it when we load the tabs container, then we would have the
information available from the beginning. Moreover, after the implementation
of this prototype, we realized that the life cycle of the activities in Android
kill the activities when they are not visible. When the application dies, we
lose all the information we were keeping in that class on runtime, so we think
that it would be better to keep all the information we are going to need in the
main class Fabula Application
• We have programmed a solo learning application, we think that in the future
work, it would be interesting to slightly modify the methods in the solo learning
application to provide some group learning application. For this group learning
application, we already programmed some parts like the startup button for the
activity and we added some information to let the application know if we are
trying to start a solo activity or a group one. We also added a chat tab
in the learning application to allow the users playing the group activity to
communicate between each other. Also making some changes in the map tab,
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we will be able to see the other users playing in our group. We think that a
group activity would be really interesting for our application proposal because
it would mix the learning functionality with the communication one. By using
this kind of activity, users will be forced to communicate together in his own
group giving them the opportunity to meet new people.
• We think it would be interesting for the learning component of the application
to display information about the touristic points of the city when the user will
be working close to one of those places. We already have the information in
the server so the only thing we would have to add is some ”if” condition in the
geolocation update behavior to check if the new location is close to one of those
touristic places. If the condition is true, we just have to send the information
about the concrete place to the client. We could also do this locally on the
client side.
• Add a database to keep the user profile and the city information. There was
already some work done in this way but it would be interesting to link the
application and the database. At the moment, we are not really using it and
all the information about the user and the city is hard coded.
• Add a website to allow users to do the registration, add all them personal
information and to download the application, in this way there are also some
work done, but for the futures improvements it would be interesting to link
this work with the database and the application.
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Conclusions
In this work, we developed a multi-agent system for mobile learning in a city.
Our application becomes the first prototype and as a first prototype, it will suffer
some changes in future implementations.
As a first prototype, it has helped a lot to learn about the different fields: Android
OS, JADE and AGORA.
First of all, it helped learning about Android applications, the main reason I
chose this thesis. For me, program applications for mobile platforms was really
interesting but at the same time, it was something completely new, so it has been a
nice challenge.
Moreover, the application uses JADE for the agents control, a new technology
and i think after some months working on it, I acquired a good knowledge about
JADE, agents, behaviors and ACL Messages.
Finally, our prototype helps getting a better understanding about AGORA and
its possibilities. It also helps to work really hard on AGORA implementation.
After some months working on this project, I can say that it has been a great
yet nice challenge. Developing an application for Android devices has not been easy,
neither it was easy to understand AGORA at the beginning.
We think that this prototype is very useful not only because it shows AGORAs
working and interacting between each others, but also because it has provided deep
knowledge about the different technologies that surely will be useful for future work.
The prototype is working and all the functionalities required has been imple-
mented. Most of them are working in the way it was suppose with the requirements
as some of the functionalities that are not working as it was suppose will be finished
in future implementations.
Writing in English became a handicap as English is not my mother tongue but
I think it helped me to improve my English skills.
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User manual
Login
This chapter is to explain the program performance. When we run the application
we will see the login screen, to he correct performance of the program first we have
to write the correct IP of the server to do this we have to click menu button on
the device, when we will click menu we will see the following screen and we have
to select server settings. This action will show us a window when we will be able
to modify the IP address we want to connect with. After write the correct IP we
have to click close and then we can write the user name and the password to run
the application.
At that moment the user names and password that the system is recognizing are:
albert as user name and password, fabula as user name and password and misha as
user name and password.
The next image shows the login process.
Figure 1: Login process during activity’s runtime
Application Services
After fill the user name and password we have to click ”OK, Connect and Login” to
send the information to the server, if the information we have written it is correct
we will login to the system and we are going to see the following screen with the
functionalities of the application in tabs.
If we take a look at the first tab services, we can find the different services
offered by the system, right now the ones implemented are ”Chat” and ”Treasure
Hunt(solo)” .
• If we click on Chat button.
After clicking on chat button we are going to see a screen showing us all the
users that are logged on a concrete moment. Then just clicking on the user
we want to chat with we are going to see a new window with the properties of
a instant message application.
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We can always go back to the main application’s screen clicking on back button
on the mobile device, we are not going to lose the conversation with that user
and we will always be able to restart the conversation from when we have
stopped.
Figure 2: Chat service performance
• If we click on Treasure Hunt(solo).
After clicking on treasure hunt the application will move to current activity
tab and will show u the first question depending on the learning zone u are
located in. On the current activity tab we have different options, like see the
location of the question in the map and answer the question. We can see two
tabs more on the current activity tab, but this tabs are for the future work
when we will add the group activity and then we will be able to chat with the
group mates and to discuss with them about some of the questions.
The activity will finish when we will answer properly all the questions the
server is going to do. If the answer is wrong we are going to receive a noti-
fication and we will have the possibility to answer again in the other way, if
the answer is correct we are going to receive the next question. When we will
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finish the activity we are going to receive a message from the server, activity
finished successfully.
Figure 3: Treasure hunt solo activity screen shot
Map Service
In the second tab we will be able to see our position, the position of the other users
and the position of the touristic places in the city. In the map we can have different
functionalities, we can change from map to satellite view, to do this we have to click
on the menu button on the device and then we can choose between the different
views and we can also update our position to allow the other users to know about
our exact position.
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Figure 4: Map and satellite view
Social configuration Service
Social configuration tab allows users to create new groups for future implementa-
tions. In future implementations we want to allow users to create new groups to
discuss about the touristic places in the city, at the same time this groups are go-
ing to provide more information about the user profile, because they are going to
provide us information about the interests of the users.
The left screen shot show us how it looks the tab when there are no groups
created, we can create a new group just adding the name of the group and a short
description about the it.
The right screen shot show how it looks the tab after the creation of one group,
the group name is Nidaros, if we want to join the group we just have to select the
group we want to join and click on the button.
Figure 5: Social configuration tab
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Learning activity information
As we said before we have divided the city in zones and the zones in learning
opportunities, adding some questions inside of each learning opportunity. Now we
are going to detail the zones and the questions adding the GeoPoint information
about each place.
Figure 6: Map showing the different Geo points in the city
City
Our learning activity takes place in Trondheim, for that reason we had to take four
points around the city including the places we want to play the activity and we
define that points inside of the network coverage area.
The following points are going to build and imaginary square defining the city
area.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.435481
– Longitude: 10.391764
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.435481
– Longitude: 10.41335
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.424908
– Longitude: 10.391764
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.424908
– Longitude: 10.41335
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Nidaros zone
Nidaros includes the zone located souther for our imaginary square, it includes three
learning opportunities, Nidaros cathedral, Archbishop’s palace and Marinen.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
opportunities.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.427517
– Longitude: 10.393611
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.427517
– Longitude: 10.399478
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.424994
– Longitude: 10.393611
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.424994
– Longitude: 10.399478
Marinen learning opportunity
Marinen is one of the learning opportunities located inside Nidaros zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.425433
– Longitude: 10.396522
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.425433
– Longitude: 10.396861
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.425347
– Longitude: 10.396522
• Lower right point
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– Latitude: 63.425347
– Longitude: 10.396861
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• What is the name of the river? Nidelva
• What is the name of the building that is being pointed by the second cannon
on the right? Glosghaugen Main building
• What is the name of the red building that u can see in the other side of the
bridge? Studenter Sanfundet
Archbishop’s palace learning opportunity
Archbishop’s palace is one of the learning opportunities located inside Nidaros zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.426389
– Longitude: 10.395411
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.426389
– Longitude: 10.396383
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.425847
– Longitude: 10.395411
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.425847
– Longitude: 10.3963831
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• where do you have to go if you want to see the crown regalia exhibition?
Archbishop’s palace
• What can you see if you go to the last building on your right? The army
museum and the resistance museum
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Nidaros cathedral learning opportunity
Nidaros cathedral is one of the learning opportunities located inside Nidaros zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.427208
– Longitude: 10.395311
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.427208
– Longitude: 10.396789
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.426667
– Longitude: 10.395311
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.426667
– Longitude: 10.396789
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• What is the name of the cathedral? Nidaros
Center zone
Center includes the zone located in the center of our imaginary square, it includes
three learning opportunities, St. Olav statue, Royal Residence and Fish Market.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
opportunities.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.434586
– Longitude: 10.392519
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.434586
– Longitude: 10.397758
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.424994
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– Longitude: 10.392519
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.429903
– Longitude: 10.397758
St. Olav statue learning opportunity
Olav statue is one of the learning opportunities located inside center zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.430728
– Longitude: 10.394381
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.430728
– Longitude: 10.395956
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.430364
– Longitude: 10.394381
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.430364
– Longitude: 10.395956
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• Which is the name of the statue? St.Olav statue
• Who is represented in the figure? St. Olav
• What is the red building behind the women figure for? Information office
Royal Residence learning opportunity
Royal Residence is one of the learning opportunities located inside Center zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.43185
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– Longitude: 10.394422
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.43185
– Longitude: 10.396283
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.431261
– Longitude: 10.394422
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.431261
– Longitude: 10.396283
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• What is this building for? Residence of Royal Family
• Does it have actually Norway Royal family? Yes it has.
Fish Market learning opportunity
Fish Market is one of the learning opportunities located inside Center zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.434053
– Longitude: 10.392872
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.434053
– Longitude: 10.393297
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.433722
– Longitude: 10.392872
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.433722
– Longitude: 10.393297
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• Where do you go if you take the touristic boat? Munkholmen
• What is the building on your left use for? Fish Market.
• What it was Munkholmen used for? It was a prison.
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Solsiden and Red Bridge zone
Solsiden and Red Bridge zone includes this two touristic places located in the city.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
opportunities.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.435347
– Longitude: 10.432917
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.435347
– Longitude: 10.412139
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.427839
– Longitude: 10.432917
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.427839
– Longitude: 10.412139
Solsiden learning opportunity
Solsiden is one of the learning opportunities located in this zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.435322
– Longitude: 10.408817
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.435322
– Longitude: 10.411064
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.434839
– Longitude: 10.408817
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.434839
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– Longitude: 10.411064
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• What it was this zone used for? Industrial zone.
• What is this zone used for now? One of the main leisure places in Trondheim.
Red Bridge learning opportunity
Red Bridge is the second learning opportunity located in this zone.
The next points helps us to build the imaginary square including the learning
tasks.
• Upper left point
– Latitude: 63.428533
– Longitude: 10.400542
• Upper right point
– Latitude: 63.428533
– Longitude: 10.402164
• Lower left point
– Latitude: 63.428008
– Longitude: 10.400542
• Lower right point
– Latitude: 63.428008
– Longitude: 10.402164
The questions included in this learning opportunity are:
• Which was the white building used for? Fortress of the city it was used to
protect the city from invasions.
• Which representative fish from Norway can you fish in Nidelva? Salmon
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